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ABSTRACT In this study, a novel method for generating multiple-choice tests is presented, which extracts
the required number of tests of the same levels of difficulty in a single attempt and approximates the difficulty
level requirement given by users. We propose an approach using parallelism and Pareto optimization for
multi-swarm migration in a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. Multi-PSO is proposed for
shortening the computing time. The proposed migration of PSOs increases the diversity of tests and controls
the overlap of extracted tests. The experimental results show that the proposed method can generate many
tests from question banks satisfying predefined levels of difficulty. Additionally, the developed method
is shown to be effective in terms of many criteria when compared with other methods such as manually
extracted tests, a simulated annealing algorithm (SA), random methods and PSO-based approaches in
terms of the number of successful solutions, accuracy, standard deviation, search speed, and the number
of questions overlapping between the exam questions, as well as for changing the search space, changing
the number of individuals, changing the number of swarms, and changing the difficulty requirements.

INDEX TERMS Multiple-choice tests, multi-swarm optimization, multi-objective optimization, parallelism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Education is an essential element for the betterment and
progress of a country [38]. Today an important challenge
that higher education faces is reaching a stage to enable
universities to offer having more efficient, effective and accu-
rate educational processes. An important aspect of education
is how to evaluate the learners’ progress. There are many
methods such as oral tests or writing tests to evaluate stu-
dents’ knowledge and understanding about subjects. Due to
the scalability and ease of human resources, writing tests are
used more widely for end-of-term evaluations, where a large
number of students must be considered. Writing tests can
be either descriptive, in which students have to fully write
their answers, or multiple-choice tests, in which students pick
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one or more choices for each question. Although descriptive
exams are easier to create at first, they then need a great
deal of time and effort from human graders. Multiple choice
tests, on the other hand, are harder to create at first as they
require a large number of questions for security reasons,
as noted in Ting et al. [8]. However, the grading process
can be extremely fast, automated by computers, and free
of the bias that can found with human graders. Recently,
many researchers have thus invested efforts to make com-
puters automate the process of creating multiple-choice tests
using available question banks [4], [6], [10], [11]. The results
have been shown to be promising and thus make multiple-
choice tests more feasible for examinations. Although these
works have advantages, they still exhibit some drawbacks.
First, using a question bank consisting of a large number
of items or generating a test that requires many questions is
computationally expensive, which leads to poor performance.
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Second, the questions selected randomly may not be evenly
spread across the question bank, leading to a lack of diversity.
Third, if the question bank consists of multiple-choice items
based on objective difficulty levels, then manually choosing
items to meet any requirement will take a long time, while
the tests produced by a random generation process may not
alwaysmeet the related requirements. The issue here is gener-
ating tests with a single objective, where the level of difficulty
is the objective. In this regard, Bui et al. [18] proposed the use
of Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO) to generate tests by the
approximating difficulties to the levels required by users. The
tests are generated from question banks that consist of various
questions with different difficulties. The difficulty value of
each question is judged and adapted based on users via pre-
vious real-life exams. The results of their experiments show
that PSO gives the best performance with respect to most of
the criteria. However, their work only focused on solving a
single-swarm single-objective of extracting tests based on the
user-defined difficulty level. In practice, when it comes to
final exams educational institutions need each student to take
a different exam at the same time, to avoid cheating, but all
the exams should have the same difficulty, for fairness. This
is one of the challenges for generating multiple-choice tests.
Furthermore, extracting multiple-choice tests is categorized
as a multi-constraint optimization problem based on con-
straint satisfaction which is NP-hard in [9]. There are many
studies which have attempted to solve this problem. However,
most of the proposed methods only focus on solving this
problem for particular institutes or schools, and deploying
these approaches for others is a significant challenge.
For the reasons outlined above, the current paper aims at

coming up with solutions to the issue of extracting multiple-
choice tests with similar difficulty for multiple students at
the same time. With traditional methods such as random
search extraction, which most software uses, it is impossible
to find the solution to this problem, and the exhaustive search
method used requires a very long processing time. There-
fore, based on the results of previous research [21], [22],
[24], [26] [23], [28], [30], [32], this paper proposed parallel
models of heuristic optimization techniques to optimization
problems such as PSO to solve the problem of extracting
multiple-choice tests from the question banks. Each thread
is an algorithm for extracting a test (a swarm), so to extract
multiple tests it requires multiple threads to run in parallel.
Each swarm now corresponds to a thread and the information
exchange happens by chance between swarms in order to
improve the convergence and diversity of solutions. Based
on [20], we propose a method of using migration theory to
allow individual migration between swarms to help the weak
ones to increase their abilities to find better solutions, using
the method in Lewis [25]. In addition, his combined with the
evaluation of objective difficulty can create tests not only of
good quality but also of abundant quantity, making themmore
useful in practice.
In this paper, we propose a method to extract k number

of different tests from a question bank in one run. This is an

NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem that chooses k
tests with the same level of difficulty and guarantees fewer
duplicate questions than or an equal number of duplicate
questions to an allowed threshold (as described in section III).
The main contributions of this paper are outlined as follows:

i We propose a method to deal with the problem of
extracting k number of tests simultaneously using
multi-PSO.

ii We combine a parallel version of multi-swarm opti-
mization and the theory of migration of dualistic econ-
omy to reduce the computing time, increase diversity
of tests and control the overlap of extracted tests.

iii We experiment with the proposed extraction method
by adjusting the number of individuals and number
of swarms. Then we report the results with respect to
several essential criteria, including time, stability, and
the standard deviation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some related
works are discussed in Section II, while the proposed method
is described in Section III. Section IV analyzes the experi-
mental results of this study. Finally, Section V provides some
conclusions and suggests some potential directions for future
research.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A current trend is to use simplified metaheuristic algo-
rithms to deal with complex optimization problems. Some
of the most well-known algorithms are the Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), as reported
in [27], [29], [30], [33].

PSO [1], [2] is an optimization algorithm inspired by the
movement of organisms in a bird flock [1] or fish school [3],
and each member of the flock or school is called as a particle.
PSO is a meta-heuristic as it makes few or no assumptions
about the problem being optimized and can search very large
spaces of candidate solutions. All particles will fly in a real-
valueD dimension search space in an attempt to uncover ever-
better solutions to the problem of interest.

Every particle has two attributes: current position X and
velocity V. All particles also share two values: the best loca-
tion in the search space that it has found so far (Pbest ), and
the best location found to date by all the particles in the pop-
ulation (Gbest ). At each iteration of the algorithm, particles
will update their position and velocity. The magnitude and
direction of their velocity is impacted by their velocity in
the previous iteration of the algorithm and the location of
a particle relative to the location of its Pbest , and the Gbest .
Thus, PSO is similar to GA, although while GA [37] uses the
crossover and mutate functions, PSO uses a function that is
the current particles use the experience of previous particles
and the social influence of their peer groups.

The following algorithm shows the detail of PSO:
The velocity update function

V t+1 = V t + c1r1
(

Ptbest − X t
)

+ c2r2
(

Gtbest − X t
)
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FIGURE 1. The complete flowchart that applies the parallelized migration method to the PSO algorithm.

The position update function

X t+1 = X t + V t+1

where r1d , r2d is a function that returns a random number in
the range (0,1) and c1, c2 are constant weights.

Many researchers have proposed numerous methods to
extract multiple-choice tests from a question bank, such as
randomization [4]–[6] and shuffling algorithm [10], [11].
However, one of the challenges for generating multiple-
choice tests is the difficulty of the candidate tests. The tests
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TABLE 1. Question bank.

for all students should have the same difficulty for fairness.
However, it can be seen that generating many tests with the
same level of difficulty is an extremely hard task, even in
the case of manually choosing questions from a question
bank, and so the success rate of generating multiple-choice
tests satisfying a given difficulty is low and time-consuming.
Therefore, to speed up the process and improve the quality of
the results, some authors apply local search algorithms such
as Tabu Search (TS) [9] and Simulated Annealing (SA) [7] to
generate tests with the use of computers and approximate the
resulting difficulties to the required ones. Some authors also
apply GA [12], [13] to solve the problem of extracting tests,
and the experimental results showed that such approaches
can reach approximately a 100% success rate, and GA is
also faster than SA for this task. PSO can generate multi-
ple tests by optimizing a fitness function which is defined
based on multi-criteria constraints [14]–[19]. However, most
of the research for single-objective single-solution or multi-
objective single-solution extraction of tests are only based
on question banks with the subjective difficulty levels for
the questions. These can only extract tests which have over-
all subjective difficulty levels of the questions equal to the
difficulty requirements of the users. In addition, extract-
ing multiple-choice tests is categorized as a multi-constraint
optimization problem with regard to constraint satisfaction,
which is NP-hard [9]. There are many studies, which have
tried to solve this problem, but most of the proposed methods
only focus on solving it for particular institutes or schools,
and so deploying them elsewhere remains a big challenge.
Therefore, in this work, we propose an approach that uses

Multi-Swarm Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) for gen-
erating k tests with a single-objective. Each swarm, in this
case, is a test candidate and it runs on a separate thread.
The migration happens randomly, by chance. We also aim to
improve the accuracy and diversity of the solutions.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section is divided into five subsections. They cover the
problem statement of extracting tests, the fitness function,
the overlap in problem solution, the PSO-based method for
the problem of extracting tests, and the improvement by using
multi-swarm migration and the parallelism of multi-swarm
migration in PSO for the problem of extracting tests.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In our previous work [18] we proposed a PSO-based
method for multiple-choice test generation, which is a
single-objective single-solution approach. In this paper,
we introduce amulti-swarm approach ofmultiple-choice tests
generation by combining of PSO and a parallel version of

multi-swarm based on the theory of migration of dualistic
economy to accelerate the computing time, increase diversity
of tests and control their overlap.

The problem of generating k multiple-choice tests is to
produce k tests in one attempt. The levels of difficulty for
all produced tests in the same attempt must be equivalent and
approximate to the specific difficulty level requirement given
by the user (denoted by DLR). The question banks and each
question in a bank comewith pre-assigned objective difficulty
levels by users, and the objective levels of difficulty have
a continuous value domain (0,1]. Additionally, an objective
difficulty level is assessed based on feedback collected from
test-takers that are defined by (1).
Extracting k tests must not only solve the aforementioned

requirements for the levels of difficulty given by users, but
also arrange logical constraints that relate to the triangle
elements (Y, Z, DLR) where:

Y is the test information matrix to generate a test
Z denotes a set of constraints, Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zl}.
DLR denotes objective difficulty levels set by users.

B. TARGET FUNCTION

Assume that the multiple-choice question bank has m ques-
tions Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm}, in which each question has the
attributes of question identifier (CQ), part number (CP), and
objective difficulty level (DL). Our objective is to generate a
test Ti including n questions (n ≤ m)Ti = {qi1, qi2,. . . , qin}
(qij ∈ Q) which satisfy the constraints from a matrix test and
the requirement of difficulty level (DLR).
An objective difficulty level for each question is quantified

based on the feedback collected from test-takers. Because the
items are evaluated objectively, an item can be computed by

DL i =
the number of correct answersi

total number of answersi
with DL i ∈ (0, 1] (1)

For example, question A is taken from a question bank and 50
students (st) take a test inwhich 30 students correctly question
A, and 20 students incorrectly answer it, thus the objective
difficulty level of question A is computed by

DLA =
the number of st correctA

total number of stA
=

30

50
= 0.6

Therefore, objective difficulty level of question A is 0.6
Additionally, for those questions that have never been

attempted by anyone, the objective default difficulty level is
0.5, which is a subjective difficulty, and this will then update
to become an objective difficulty based on feedback collected
from test-takers that are defined by (1).
The objective difficulty of a test Ti is the average level of

the difficulty requirements of the tests, which is defined as

DLT i =

n
∑

j=1
qij .DL

n
(2)
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The objective function is to ensure the minimum item infor-
mation, and this is defined as follows

min (f (q) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑n
j=1 qij.DL

n
− DLR

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

), qǫQ (3)

where f (q) is the objective function; n is the total number of
questions; qij .DL is the difficulty of each question; DLR is
the difficulty level requirement; and Q is the solution space.
The objective function f (q) is used as the fitness function

in the algorithm, and the results of the objective function are
considered as the fitness of the resulting test.
When we extract k tests, the tests have better fitness values

and must satisfy the following constraints:
C1: Each question in a generated test must be unique (i.e.,

a question cannot appear more than once in a test).
C2: In order to make the test more diverse, there exists

no case that all questions in a test have the same difficulty
value as the required objective difficulty DLR. For example,
if DLR = 0.6, then ∃qki ∈ Tk : qki.DL 6= 0.6.

C3: Some questions in a question bank must stay in the
same groups because their content relates to each other. The
generated tests must ensure that all the questions in one
group appear together. This means if a question of a specific
group appears in a test, the remaining questions in the group
must also be presented in the same test (Bui et al. [18] and
Nguyen et al. [19]).

C4: As users may require the generated tests to have several
sections, a generated test must ensure that the required num-
ber of questions is drawn out from question banks for each
section.

C. THE OVERLAP IN PROBLEM SOLUTIONS (THE

DIVERSITY OF PROBLEM SOLUTIONS)

To evaluate the quality of the PSO algorithm when it is
applied to the problem of extracting k number of tests, it is
expressed through the estimation of an overlap percentage
PT of questions in each test of k tests. A test is acceptable
when PT is less than or equal to the threshold (we set this as
below 30% in our experiments). Formula (4) shows the way
to calculate PT .

PT =

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1,jiDij

k
(4)

where:
PT: the overlap percentage of k tests. The smaller the value

is, the more optimal the tests are.
Dij: the number of overlap questions of test i and test j.
k: the number of tests, and n is the number of questions in

each test.

D. PROPOSED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

ALGORITHM WITH MODIFIED VELOCITY UPDATING

MECHANISM FOR EXTRACTING MULTIPLE-CHOICE TESTS

The PSO algorithm for extracting multiple-choice tests is
described as follows:

Creating an initial swarm population is the first step in
PSO, in which each particle in a swarm is considered a
candidate test; this first population also affects the speed of
convergence to optimal solutions. This step randomly picks
questions in a question bank. The questions, either stand-
alone or staying in groups (constraint C3), are drawn out
for one section (constraint C4) until the number of questions
required for the section is reached, and then the drawing pro-
cess is repeated for next sections. When the required number
of questions of the candidate test and all the constraints are
met, the fitness value of the generated test will be computed
according to formula (3).

A modified particle swarm optimization algorithm based
on the velocity updating mechanism is derived as follows.

The Gbest and Pbest position information is the questions
the test contains. All Pbest slowly move towards Gbest by
using the location information of Gbest. The movement is the
replacement of some questions in the candidate test according
to the velocity Pbest. If the fitness value of a newly found Pbest
of a particle is smaller than the particle’s currently best known
Pbest (i.e., the new position is better than the old one) then we
assign the newly found position value to Pbest.
Gbest moves towards the final optimal solution in random

directions. Themovement is achieved by replacing its content
with some random questions from the question bank. In a
similar way to Pbest, if the new position is no better than the
old one, the Gbest value will not be updated.

The algorithm ends when the fitness value is lower than
the fitness threshold ε or the number of movements (iteration
loops) surpasses the loop threshold λ. Both of the thresholds
are given by users.

The particles are Gbest and Pbest, they update the indepen-
dent velocity (V) and positions (P) in the extracted tests by
using modified PSO algorithm based on the velocity updating
mechanism as follows.

We propose a modified velocity updating mechanism
based on PSO for extracting multiple-choice tests using the
following formulas:

- The velocity of Pbest (VPbest ) approaches Gbest, and it is
given as:

VPbest = α ×m (5)

- The velocity of Gbest(VGbest ) approaches the goal, and it
is given as:

VGbest = β ×m (6)

where: α, β ∈ (0, 1) and m is the number of questions in the
test solutions.

The position of particles is Pbest and Gbest, and this is based
on their corresponding velocity.
The modified PSO approach to extract a test is described

in the form of a pseudocode as follows:
In order to clearly demonstrate how the modified PSO

extracts a multiple-choice test from a question bank, we
present the following example.
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Pseudocode of modified PSO for extracting a test
Step 1. Use a randomizer to generate an initial swarm pop-
ulation in which each particle in a swarm is considered a
candidate test;
LOOP

Step 2. Select Gbest and Pbest;
Step 3. IF Gbest satisfies the conditions stop THEN exit

LOOP.
Step 4. Update the locations of individuals
Step 4.1. The Pbest individuals’ approach Gbest, with

VPbest (5)
‘Step 4.2. Gbest approaches the goal, with VGbest (6)

Gbest moves in a random direction to search for the
optimal solution;

END LOOP

We have a question bank as shown in Table 1. Using the
modified PSO to order the test extraction requirements are
four questions, with a difficulty level of 0.3 (DLR =0.3);
coefficients: α = 0.25, β = 0.25. A fitness smaller than ε =

0.003 is taken as the stopping criterion.

- Generation 1, initialize a population that includes two

individuals:

- Selection of Gbest and Pbest:

Individual Gbest has the fitness of 0.175, which does not
satisfy the stopping condition.

• Gbest approaches the goal by receiving a random ques-
tion from the question bank:

• Pbest approaches Gbest by receiving a random question
06 from Gbest:

- Generation 2, selection of Gbest and Pbest:

• Gbest approaches the goal by receiving a random ques-
tion from question bank:

• Pbest approaches Gbest by receiving a random question
02 from Gbest:

- Generation 3, selection of Gbest and Pbest:

• Gbest approaches the goal by receiving a random ques-
tion from question bank:

• Pbest approaches Gbest by receiving a random question
10 from Gbest:

- Generation 3, selection Gbest and Pbest:

The fitness value of Gbest is 0, and thus satisfies the stopping
condition. As such, the test extraction requirement is met by
Individual 7.

E. IMPROVING PSO-BASED METHOD BY USING

MULTI-SWARM MIGRATION AND PARALLELISM

The problem of extracting tests from question banks often
deals with a very large search space. we thus present a
novel method for the generation of the multiple-choice tests,
which extracts an abundance of tests at the same time with
equivalent levels of difficulty and approximates the specific
difficulty level requirement given by the user. The proposed
approach for extracting tests from a question bank is based on
the parallelism of multi-swarmmigration PSO to improve the
runtime, accuracy and density of the results. This approach
is novel and performs better than the traditional approaches,
such as manually extracted tests, random methods, simulated
annealing and other methods based on the PSO algorithm.

1) MULTI-SWARM MIGRATION IN PSO ALGORITHM

In [25], the Lewis ‘‘Two-Sector’’ migration theory describes
the relationship between two traditional rural and urban
industrial economies, explaining the movement of surplus
labor in the area. Individuals in the traditional rural econ-
omy move to the modern urban industrial economy (while
ignoring other related aspects of the economy), and whether
a sector is strong or weak depends on the fitness value of Gbest
positions of its swarm. Based on the Lewis ‘‘Two-Sector’’
migration theory and Pareto optimization, in this paper we
make some adjustments so that the parallel migration can
yield more optimal solutions. The direction of migration
changes when individuals with the second strong Pbest (strong
individuals) in strong sectors move to weak sectors. The weak
sectors’ Gbest may be replaced by the incoming Pbest, and the
fitness value of the weak swarms should rise considerably.
Backward migration from the weak swarms to strong swarms
also happens alongside forward migration. For each migra-
tory individual, there will be one migrating back to the swarm
in exchange. This is to ensure that the number of particles and
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the searching capabilities of the swarms do not significantly
decrease.
The condition for migration in the swarm is when the

fitness value of Gbest in the current generation is different
from that of Gbest in the previous generation (better fitness
Gbest in the previous generation).

2) MIGRATION MODEL

The migration model is expressed as follows:

θ = min(F1,F2,F3, . . .Fu) (7)

With u being the number of generations and θ ∈ [0, 1),
the smaller θ is the better the fitness

Fi =

∑m
j=1 qij.DL

m
− DLR

where DLR ∈ (0, 1]. (8)

As m stands for the questions in the test, qij.DL is the
difficulty of each question and DLR is the difficulty level
requirement that is defined by the user.
The migration probability is denoted by :

φ = m× ϕ (9)

with n is defined in (8), ϕ is a scaling factor with the value
defined by the user.
The number of migrating individuals is calculated as fol-

lows:

λ = t × φ (10)

with ϕ in (9), t is the number of individuals in the swarm.
The migration process chooses the smallest θ (the best

fitness) by moving target immigration that has the biggest θ

(fitness is the weakest) satisfying (7) (8) (9) (10).
The migration parallel MPSO approach to extract multiple

tests is described in a form of pseudocode in the following
algorithm:

3) THE PARALLELISM OF MULTI-SWARM MIGRATION IN PSO

ALGORITHM

The multi-swarm migration uses multi-threads to perform
parallelism. Each thread corresponds to a thread running
the PSO algorithm. However, the active process of migra-
tion induces a probability of migration, which represents the
migration between swarms. The initial process locks the cur-
rent thread in order to avoid interference from other threads to
the current thread. The process selects a weaker swarm than
the current one to avoid the complete exchange of swarms,
so the variable ‘‘Exchanging’’ is used as a flag to avoid this
from happening.
In order to improve the quality of the solution, we should

select the parameter values of migration between swarms
(migration probability γ , migration scale δ), which are impor-
tant and impact the quality of the solution. In this paper,
we select them between [5%, 10%]. There is guaranteed
Pareto optimization for the migration problem between the

Pseudocode: Migration Parallel MMPSO for extracting

tests
For each available thread t do
Step 1. Use a randomizer to generate an initial swarm
population in which each particle in a swarm is
considered a candidate test;
LOOP

Step 2. Select Gbest and Pbest;
Step 3. IF Gbest satisfies the conditions stop THEN exit
LOOP.
Step 4. Update the locations of individuals
Step 4.1. The Pbest individuals approaches Gbest, with

VPbest (5)
‘Step 4.2. Gbest approaches the goal, with VGbest (6)

Gbest moves in a random direction to search for the optimal
solution;

If the probability for migration γ is met then
Execute functionMigration_MMPSO with t;

Endif

END LOOP

ENDFOR

Function Migration _MPSO: Improving solutions with

the migration method

Lock the current thread (i.e., block all modifications from
other threads to the current thread) to avoid interference
from other threads to the current thread during the migration
procedure.

Select λ, which are the set of stronger individuals for
migration except for the Gbest;

Lock the other threads:
Choose a thread that has a Gbest weaker
than the one in the current thread;

Unlock the other threads except for the chosen thread;
Set the status of the chosen thread to ‘‘Exchanging’’;
Move the λ selected individuals to the chosen thread;
Remove those λ selected individuals;
Select the λ weakest individuals in the chosen thread;
Add those λ weakest individuals to the current thread;
Set the status of chosen thread to ‘‘Available’’;

Unlock the current thread and the chosen thread;

strong swarm and the weakest swarm (weak area) in extract-
ing k tests. The experimental results show that the selection
parameters of migration are efficient, such as high-speed
convergence, diversity of solutions. Conversely, any selection
that serves for moving to widespread migration will lead to
suboptimal solutions, or even cannot find a solution. The
complete flowchart that applies the parallelized migration
method to the PSO algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

The parallelism of multi-swarmmigration in the PSO algo-
rithm in Figure 1, is as follows:

The multi-swarm migration uses multi-threads to perform
parallelism. Each thread corresponds to a thread running the
PSO algorithm. In the first stage the algorithm proceeds to
find tests that satisfy all requirements and constraints using
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TABLE 2. Experimental parameters.

multiple threads. Each thread corresponds to each swarm that
runs separately. The second stage is improving and diversi-
fying tests. This stage happens when there is a change in
the value of Gbest of each swarm (for each thread) in the
first stage. In this second stage, migration happens between
swarms to exchange information between running threads to
improve the convergence and diversity of solutions.
The condition for migration in the swarm is when the

fitness values of Gbest in the current generation are different
from those of Gbest in the previous generation (better fitness
Gbest in the previous generation).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

To ensure fairness between the tests, each test should be
extracted from a question bank with similar difficulty and
each student should have a different test. This problem is
important when extracting multiple tests with similar diffi-
culty for multiple students at the same time. We compare the
efficiency of algorithms such as PSO following sequential,
parallel and parallel migration; Simulate Annealing Algo-
rithm [7]; and Random Algorithm [4], using the same criteria
for the experiments. Based on the average statistical method
after 10 runs, we examine the number of successful solutions,
accuracy, standard deviation, search speed, and number of
questions overlapping between the exam questions, as well as
changing the search space (large and small question banks),
changing the number of individuals, changing the number
of groups (number of questions), and changing the difficulty
requirements of the test.

The experimental data includes two question banks. One
has 1,000 different questions (the small question bank) and
the other 12,000 different questions (the large question bank).
The small question bank consists of multiple sections and
each section has more than 150 questions with different
difficulty levels (Figure 2). The large question bank includes
12,000 different questions in which each part has 1,000 ques-
tions with different difficulty levels (Figure 3). The experi-
mental parameters of PSO [36] are presented in Table 2. The
results are shown in Tables 3 to 8.

Regarding the results, each run extracts them by changing
a large number of tests simultaneously and each test has a
fitness value. Each run also requires a number of iteration
loops to successfully extract the required tests. The average
runtime for extracting tests is the average of the runtimes of
all 10 experimental runs. The average fitness is the average
of all fitness values of a large number of tests generated
from 10 runs. The average duplicate indicates the average
number of duplicate questions among a large number of tests
generated from all 10 runs. The average duplicate is also used
to indicate the diversity of tests. The lower the value, the more
diverse the tests.

A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

The algorithms are implemented in C#, (Microsoft Visual
Studio 2013), using Windows 8.1 Operating System, and
running on a computer with a 2.5GHz of CPU and 4 GB
RAM.
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TABLE 3. Experimental results for changing numbers of individuals in the large question bank.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Experimental results for changing numbers of individuals in the large question bank.

FIGURE 2. The allocation of the difficulty levels of questions in the small question bank.

Our experiments focus on implementing the formula (3),
which derives the average levels of difficulty requirements of
the tests.
Parameter values for all experiments are taken from

Table 2.

B. CHANGING NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS IN SWARMS

In this section, we present evaluations for the algorithms
regarding the stability when the level of difficulty is 0.5. In

this, we prove that PSO methods find good solutions in huge
search spaces.

These experiments aim to find the number of individuals
of each swarm that will help the algorithm performs its best.

1) LARGE QUESTION BANK (LARGE SPACE SEARCH)

The experimental results of the algorithms after 10 runs show
that when we increased the number of individuals in the
swarm of both methods there was a decline in the standard
deviation at the same rate. Furthermore, the runtime of both
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TABLE 4. Experimental results of changing numbers of individuals in the small question bank.
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TABLE 4. (Continued.) Experimental results of changing numbers of individuals in the small question bank.

FIGURE 3. The allocation of difficulty levels of questions in the large question bank.

methods increased when the number of individuals in the
swarms increased in Table 3. Simulated Annealing has better
results than random on some criteria, such as number of suc-
cessful solutions, runtime and fitness value. However, PSO

methods always give better results than SA for all criteria. In
the PSO methods, serial PSO takes more time than parallel
PSO and migrating parallel PSO. Migrating parallel PSO has
better performance than parallel PSO in terms of execution
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TABLE 5. Experimental results of changing numbers of swarms in the large question bank.

time, the diversity of solutions, and standard deviation over
generations.

2) SMALL QUESTION BANK (SMALL SPACE SEARCH)

With the small question bank the search time is faster, but
most of the criteria are not as good as with the large one.
However, they still meet all the conditions of the problem.
The results in Table 4 show that the success rate for Random
and SA is low. In contrast, the PSO methods’ success rate
still guarantees 100%. With a small search space, we show
that parallel migration PSO is more efficient than parallel

PSO and sequential PSO in terms of execution time, fitness
average, and standard deviation.

In short, given the small or large search space of the ques-
tion bank, PSO methods always give better results than SA
and Random in Tables 3 and 4. This experiment helps decide
on the number of individuals for each swarm for extracting
tests in the online deployment, which is between 40 and 60.

C. EFFECT OF NUMBER OF SWARMS

In this section, we present evaluations for algorithms regard-
ing the stability when the level of difficulty requirement is
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TABLE 6. Experimental results of changing numbers of swarms in the small question bank.

0.5. This experiment determines the effect of the number of
swarms required for extraction of the operational process of
the algorithm.

1) LARGE QUESTION BANK

When changing the number of swarms (changing the num-
ber of tests created by single run), the SA algorithm has a
higher success rate than Random but does not guarantee to
find the correct number of solutions as a requirement. Also,
the PSO methods always guarantees a 100% success rate,
where sequential PSO is more time-consuming than parallel

PSO or parallel migration PSO. Parallel migration PSO has
better solution diversity than parallel PSO in Table 5.

2) SMALL QUESTION BANK

With the small search space, PSO methods are always more
efficient than Random or SA. PSO methods also find 100%
successful solutions in Table 6, which shows that increasing
the number of swarms in the algorithm does not decrease the
quality of the search results for the bank with a large number
of questions. However, the solution diversity of all algorithms
is not good as with the large question bank, but is still within
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TABLE 7. Experimental results of changing difficulty level requirements in the large question bank.

the allowed threshold. Parallel migration PSO has the better
runtime and standard deviation than parallel PSO.
We show that the processing time increases as the num-

ber of swarms increases, and the standard deviation of both
PSO methods is unaffected by changing swarm numbers.
However, with question banks that are small, we can see
a difference in the search capability of the methods. The
processing time of the migration method is always better than
that of the non-migratory one, and the standard deviation is
significantly improved with better search results. The exper-
imental results show that the average rate of change depends
on the number of swarms. PSO methods are stable at 100%,
and these demonstrate the diversity of solutions. The average
rate does not depend that much on the number of swarms of
the algorithm.

D. EVALUATION OF DIFFICULTY LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we present evaluations for the algorithms
regarding the stability when level of difficulty requirements
is varied from 0.3 to 0.7. This experiment aims to evaluate the
effect of difficulty level requirements of the algorithms.

1) LARGE QUESTION BANK

Based on the experimental results, we could have a general
idea that when difficulty level requirements change this will
affect the search capability of the algorithms. In particular,
Random and SA only found the solution when the difficulty
was 0.5, but the success rate was low. And the PSO methods
show that the closer the difficulty level to the margins the
more difficult it is to extract tests, so the processing time
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TABLE 8. Experimental results of changing the difficulty level requirements in the small question bank.

for generation and the standard deviation is longer. However,
the results of the migration of multiple swarm PSO methods
demonstrate that the processing speed and diversity of the
solutions are better than for non-migratory PSO, as show
in Table 7.

2) SMALL QUESTION BANK

With changing the difficulty from 0.3 to 0.7 in Table 8, PSO
methods have a lower success rate compared with that seen
in the large question banks and the difficulty level is 0.3,
the average duplicate is over the threshold (∼10%). Besides,
the time needed to find the solution alternates between lev-
els of difficulty. However, PSO methods are very feasible.
In contrast, Random and SA are not effective in this case.
Parallel migration PSO also shows faster processing time than
non-migratory methods. Especially at the difficulty levels
of 0.5 and 0.6, both algorithms find the correct solution to

the problem, which again proves that when the difficulty level
requirements are varied it always affects the search capability
of the algorithms.

The above experiments show that there are some limita-
tions if we only use PSO to solve optimization problems.
For example, in a few special cases the PSO is only good
for global optimization but not good for local optimization.
To overcome this limitation, we proposed the application of
a parallel multi-swarm algorithm based on the Lewis theory
of migration. The theory is based on a basic concept from
economics with some modifications for the PSO algorithm
to help execute multiple swarms and obtain multiple solu-
tions. We have proven the effectiveness of the PSO in par-
allel migration in the problem of extracting multiple-choice
tests with a difficulty level predefined by the user. Besides,
we have evaluated and compared the efficiency of the pro-
posed algorithm and other algorithms from previous works,
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such as Random [4] and SA [7]. Our proposed algorithms are
always highly effective based on the evaluation criteria for
the change in the number of individuals in the swarm, change
in the number of swarms, and change in the difficulty of the
test.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES

In this paper, we present an approach to extract the abundance
of tests with equivalent levels of difficulty and approximate
the specific difficulty level requirement given by the user
based on question banks and parallel multi-swarm migra-
tion in PSO algorithm. Our approach performs better than
the other techniques, such as Simulate Annealing [7], Ran-
dom [4], etc., in terms of the execution time and quality of
the tests. The experimental results are compared with those
from PSO methods such as sequential PSO, parallel PSO
and parallel migration PSO and assessed in light of several
essential criteria, including number of successful solutions,
accuracy, standard deviation, search speed, and number of
questions overlapping between the exam questions, as well
as for changing the search space (large and small question
banks), changing the number of individuals, changing the
number of groups (number of questions), and changing the
difficulty requirements of the test. The results demonstrated
that the developed algorithm produces solutions of good
quality (with optimal and near-optimal solutions) in a short
amount of computing time.
Future studies may focus on investigating the use of a

hybrid approach [31], [34] to solve other NP-hard and combi-
natorial optimization problems, which a focus on fine-tuning
the PSO parameters by using some of adaptive strategies.
Additionally, we will extend our problem to provide feedback
to instructors from multiple choice data, such as using fuzzy
theory by Le and Fujita [35], and PSO with local search algo-
rithms for mining association rules to compute the difficulty
levels of questions.
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